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Introduction
Our ongoing response to COVID-19 in the Northern
Territory has demonstrated the resilience of our regional
communities, our ability to change established ways
of working and the power of successful collaboration
between governments, industry and the wider
community. As we continue our recovery and growth,
we know our regions will be critical to the rebound
efforts of the Territory and the nation. The Northern
Territory Government is committed to a pathway for
the Territory to achieve a $40 billion economy by 2030.
Our regions are the engine room of our growth.
We are implementing recommendations and delivering
increased investment, prioritisation and decision
making in each region.
In 2020 the Northern Territory Government established
the Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission
(TERC) to accelerate our economic rebound and
position the Territory for growth. Implementing the
recommendations of the TERC Final Report is a key
priority of government. Work is under way to deliver
actions and programs in collaboration with industry and
other stakeholders – including, of course, the regions.
Winning new private sector investment is critical to
underpin the Territory’s regional economic growth.
The strategic roles of Northern Territory’s Investment,
Major Project and Infrastructure Commissioners
will focus on attracting and promoting investment
opportunities, facilitating and delivering private sector
investment and delivering the Northern Territory’s
infrastructure strategy. By coordinating with regions
and collaborating with local industries and stakeholders,

the Commissioners will ensure all governance structures
are underpinned by strong whole-of-government
coordination and leadership focused on delivery.
Because each region within the Territory is diverse
and unique, solutions and priorities for regional
development will come from local leadership
and ownership.
Crucially, we recognise the importance of the leadership
and participation of Aboriginal Territorians, whose
voices, aspirations and ideas – taken forward to
job-creating action – are central to regional
development. This requires effective engagement,
strengthened relationships with investors and
governments, and a focus on prospective local,
regional and Territory-wide initiatives.
The Regional Development Framework guides how we
can work together to a common purpose and deliver
improved prosperity and liveability for all Territorians.
It’s about more jobs for regional people, building on new
and existing opportunities, and defining and leveraging
the strengths and aspirations of our regions as great
places to live, raise families, work, visit and invest.
The opportunities across our regions are exciting and
real. All Territorians are encouraged to get involved to
shape, develop and grow your region.
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Purpose and objectives
WHAT IS THE REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK?
The Framework guides the way regional development
will be communicated, coordinated and delivered.
It recognises regional communities have their own
strengths, aspirations and ideas. It provides the model
for regional governance and collaboration between
governments, industry, business, land councils, regional
development bodies and the non-government sector.
It defines how regions lead the planning and delivery
of regional development priorities, and outlines the
direction for monitoring, reporting and accountability.
The Framework guides how regions will:
• support effective regional economic planning,
implementation and project facilitation including
coordinating effort from all spheres of government
and stakeholders – with support to facilitate
feasibility and business case development for
investment attraction
• establish effective governance and engagement
arrangements across agencies, stakeholders, business
leaders, traditional owners and communities that
provide a clear regional voice to government
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• identify barriers and enablers to regional economic
growth, including areas for structural reform and
priority government investment
• develop Regional Economic Growth Plans to inform
priorities for government investment, attract private
sector investment, increase Aboriginal economic
development and support local industry growth and
diversification
• access regionally derived data, information and
analysis to improve and inform decision making,
regional investment and measurable outcomes.
While the framework focuses on economic growth,
it also aligns with the Northern Territory’s Social
Outcomes Framework. The Social Outcomes
Framework provides a transparent approach for the
Northern Territory Government and its partners to
measure progress towards a broad, aspirational vision
for social outcomes of the Territory.
Social and economic outcomes are interdependent
and mutually supportive. This interdependence is
recognised and leveraged through the alignment of the
two Frameworks, each with their own priority focus.

THE FRAMEWORK RECOGNISES REGIONAL
COMMUNITIES HAVE THEIR OWN
STRENGTHS, ASPIRATIONS AND IDEAS
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Principles
The Regional Development Framework is underpinned by the following principles:

COLLABORATION AND
SHARED OUTCOMES

NEW IDEAS AND NEW
INVESTMENT

Knowledge, resources, expertise and experience are
held across the public, private and community sectors.
The development of Regional Economic Growth Plans
and sustained regional jobs requires a shared focus
by all spheres of government, industry, business, land
councils, regional development bodies and the nongovernment sector.

Regional economic growth relies on private sector
investment as well as Territory, Commonwealth and
local government investment. Regional Economic
Growth Committees bring industry voices to the table
and engage directly with decision makers in government
to build on new and existing business opportunities and
to help to attract investment.

ABORIGINAL ECONOMIC
PARTICIPATION

A FOCUS ON LIVEABILITY
AND CULTURE

Aboriginal economic participation is vital to building a
stronger foundation for economic, social and cultural
prosperity. Our commitments to Local Decision Making
and Closing the Gap targets will support community
aspirations for self-determination, economic growth,
service reform and access to data and information.

Regional Economic Growth Plans aim at tangible
improvements in regional economic and social
outcomes, including local quality of life. Sustainable jobs
and economies are underpinned by strong communities,
liveability and respect for culture.

REGIONAL DECISION MAKING
Regions are best placed to define their visions for
regional growth and the pathways that will work best
for them.
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SUSTAINABLE JOBS AND ECONOMIES ARE
UNDERPINNED BY STRONG COMMUNITIES,
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Regional Governance Model
Cabinet
Children
Standing Committee

Chief Executive
Coordination Committee

Jobs
Standing Committee

Regional Children and Families
Committee

Regional Coordination
Committee

Regional Economic Growth
Committee

Commonwealth Agencies

Regional Stakeholders and Partnerships
Local Government

Land Councils and
Aboriginal Organisations

National Indigenous
Australians Agency

University +
VET/Training Sector

Social Services
Organisations

Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development
Communications and Arts

Industry

Regional Development
Australia (Northern Territory)

Department of Social
Services

NT Cabinet

NT Government

The Northern Territory Government has empowered
governance structures that achieve regional
development through stronger regional decision making
and leadership.
Regional governance structures are in line with a
common model, but also reflect the regions’ unique
attributes, including the involvement of Aboriginal
leadership and representation from sub-regional areas
and communities.
All spheres of government, with land councils,
have a forum for collaboration through a Regional
Coordination Committee (RCC), led and supported
by the Department of the Chief Minister and Cabinet
(CM&C). Each Northern Territory Government agency
and local government council brings its regional decision
makers to the table at the RCC and supports regional
prioritisation, decision making and action.
Alongside the RCCs, two community-led committees,
supported by Northern Territory Government, will focus
on social and economic development priorities. The
Regional Children and Families Committee (RCFC) and
the Regional Economic Growth Committee (REGC)
provide a local voice, regional leadership and industry
expertise.
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Regional Leaders

Each community-led committee has a direct line to
Northern Territory Government decision makers at
the highest level through a Standing Committee and
a Cabinet Sub-Committee. This connects regional
committees and government decision makers, promoting
action on local opportunities and challenges.
The governance model is adaptable to suit regional
differences. Examples are the governance arrangements
for the delivery of the Barkly Regional Deal which exists
alongside the REGC and whose composition allows for
government, Cabinet and community to work together
in one forum.
The Regional Development Framework focuses strongly
on economic reconstruction through the REGC and
Regional Economic Growth Plans. The governance
model recognises the interdependence of economic and
social development and a coordinated focus on both
for strong, resilient, liveable and economically viable
communities. This holistic view of regional development
has proven effective across Australia and internationally.

Aligning regional development
with Territory priorities
Territory Priorities & Policy
Policy and programs
developed by Government
with strong regional
feedback and contributions

Territory Economic Reconstruction Implementation
Local Decision Making | Aboriginal Affairs Strategy | Treaty
Closing the Gap | Population Strategy | Social Outcomes Framework
Regional Deals Industry Development Strategies Infrastructure Strategy

Development of a principals based
model for regional governance,
project delivery and local voice

Regional Development Framework
How we work together to grow and
develop all regions

Regional feedback
and outcomes
informs and
contributes to ongoing
policy and program
development
Common regional issues
identified and shared
to Territory, Commonwealth
and Local Governments

Regional Governance Model
Regional leaders, stakeholders and
governments collaborate through
regional engagement

Plans to be developed in each region
led by Regional Economic Growth
Committees

Collaboration and a strong
regional voice

Regional Economic
Growth Plans
Workforce
Liveability
Infrastructure
Investment
Data

Through existing regional policies and programs, the
three spheres of government will continue to support
regions to develop coordinated planning, prioritisation
and actions. Strong participation will continue to be
invited from people across the Territory, including
remote Aboriginal communities, regional centres,
service providers and regional business owners.

Regional Committees provide
feedback on regional
progress and priorities

Regional actions to be delivered by industry,
government and regional stakeholders

The connection enables regional priorities to be
supported by, and influence, Territory and national
decision making. Regions can maximise the impacts of
their local actions by aligning to broader government
policy, incorporating and leveraging established
programs and collaborating with each other to leverage
resources and access available grants and funding.

The Regional Governance Model connects regional
leaders and stakeholders to Territory leaders.
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Delivering local actions
with regional people
REGIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
COMMITTEES
Regional Economic Growth Committees (REGCs)
have been established in each region, with members
appointed by the Northern Territory Government.
They comprise regional leaders across business,
local government, service providers and Aboriginal
organisations. They are people who know their region,
are connected across sectors and have a passion for
developing their region.
REGCs will:
• connect with the Regional Governance Model via
CM&C and their Regional Coordination Committee
• have a direct voice to government and share quarterly
updates on progress, local issues and Regional
Economic Growth Plan actions
• work collaboratively with their stakeholders to
champion the region, create economic opportunity
and attract new investment
• support the facilitation of priority economic projects
so they progress in a timely and effective manner
• identify opportunities for government to focus
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on leveraging private sector investment and
Commonwealth funding for projects that will grow
their region’s economy
The Regional Governance Model ensures each REGC
is heard by, receives information from and provides
information to senior decision makers from government,
industry and partners such as Regional Development
Australia. These Committees will also be a “voice to
government” to assist in shaping policy, programs and
priorities for government investment.
The regional Northern Territory Government team
supporting the REGCs will be a regional contact for
community members, industry, investors and across
government. Each region will have:
• a dedicated contact to facilitate engagement
• an engagement plan to identify how the committee
will engage with the community to develop its
Regional Economic Growth Plan.
Industry associations and potential investors can also
use the REGCs to connect to regional experts to gain
local knowledge, expertise and perspectives. CM&C’s
regional offices have information about each REGCs,
their membership and the best way to connect 		
with them.

REGIONAL CHILDREN AND FAMILY
COMMITTEES
Regional Children and Family Committees (RCFCs)
are being established in each region, with members
appointed by the Northern Territory Government.
The vision for each RCFC is for children and young
people in the region to grow up safe, thriving and loved
in their families, cultures and communities.
RCFCs will:
• identify community priorities

RCFCs will develop a Regional Action Plan relevant to
children and families that suits the needs of the region
and aligns with Northern Territory Government agency
strategic plans. Each Regional Action Plan will be an
essential tool for implementing local initiatives and
programs.
Regional leaders across the social services sector,
Aboriginal organisations and peak bodies will be
supported by senior government representatives.
Similar to the REGC, there will be a regular direct voice
to government and Cabinet to report on key regional
issues and outcomes.

• support government policy and programs operating
across each region by:
{

providing strategic advice

{

facilitating community engagement

{

actively focusing on the outcomes for
children and families.
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC
GROWTH PLANS
Regional Economic Growth Committees will lead the
development of Regional Economic Growth Plans. The
Growth Plans will:
• identify regional priorities for economic growth and
the implementation pathways and actions required
to deliver them
• support government decision making and private
sector investment decisions
• define the region’s connection and contribution
to the Territory’s overall growth strategy and the
regional implementation of identified priorities
• set goals and actions that allow a region to prioritise
what is most important and how they can be
implemented to locally agreed timelines and
delivery methods.
The Growth Plans will focus on measurable outcomes
– the creation of sustainable jobs for local and regional
people. They will be pragmatic, with achievable
priorities particularly in near and medium term.
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Growth will be measured in three domains:
• economic output and productivity
• jobs and workforce
• population and liveability.
The Growth Plans will differ from region to region.
However, their core structures will be consistent
so they can connect into broader Territory planning
and investment attraction. Each Growth Plan will be
informed by data and analysis, and will include:
• a regional economic development vision and
targets to 2030
• regional strengths and competitive advantages,
opportunities and enablers for job creation and
economic development baselines to measure
ongoing performance
• enablers and barriers to regional growth including
regional infrastructure priorities, workforce planning
and local workforce needs for industry and social
sectors, Aboriginal economic leadership, regional
liveability and local supply chain analysis

• a continuously updated prioritised pipeline
of current and planned regional projects and
infrastructure
• future opportunities for investment
• actions to be delivered within two, five and 10
year horizons including immediate work required
to support current projects, business cases and
feasibility studies for prospective new opportunities
and longer term strategic programs.
Growth plans will be informed by other economic
reconstruction initiatives such as the winning
investment approach, industry strategies, reforms
to Northern Territory Government procurement,
the Regional Economic Development Fund and
online licensing/transactions with Northern Territory
Government. They will also identify existing programs,
such as the Small Business Champions.

REGIONAL DATA PORTAL
REGCs will be supported through a Regional Data
Portal. The data portal will assist regional decision
makers, investors and governments to improve evidence
based decision making, prioritisation and performance
reporting.
The portal will have the latest information on regional
datasets and will consolidate data previously distributed
by multiple sources, websites and organisations.
Identified projects across Territory, Commonwealth and
local governments to deliver improved regional data will
be connected to this initiative.
Consolidating this data and analysis in one portal will
allow more regional stakeholders to access information,
contribute to innovation and develop local solutions.
The portal will link where appropriate with the
Commonwealth program Better Data Use to Support
Delivery to Regional Australians and its commitment to
an improved data hub.
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Darwin, Palmerston and Litchfield

East Arnhem

Top End

Reporting on the framework
Reporting methodology will be developed and published in 2022. This will enable REGCs and regional stakeholders
to monitor, evaluate and report on progress, the goals in Regional Economic Growth Plans and the connection and
contribution to the Territory’s overall growth strategy.

Regional contacts
BARKLY
Address: First Floor, Government Centre,
Peko Road, Tennant Creek
(08) 8962 4688

BIG RIVERS
Address: Level 1,
Big Rivers Government Centre,
5 First Street, Katherine
(08) 8973 8518

CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
Address: Mezzanine Level, Alice Plaza,
Todd Mall, Alice Springs
(08) 8951 5511

DARWIN, PALMERSTON
AND LITCHFIELD
Address: Level 1, Goyder Building, Palmerston
(08) 8999 3488

EAST ARNHEM
Address: Northern Australia Development Office,
Level 1, 8 Franklyn Street, Nhulunbuy
(08) 8987 0536

TOP END
Address: Level 11, NT House,
22 Mitchell Street, Darwin
(08) 8999 5236
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